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A raisin in the sun unit exam

1 Raisin in solar unit test review Game 2 What is the setting for the game? Small, cramped, cramped apartment on the Southside Chicago; sometime between World War II and the present (1950s) 3 Who wrote Raisin in the Sun? Lorraine Hansberry 4 What does the description of the weapon reveal about the lives of the
characters? They're poor, but they're proud. Their furniture is worn and old, but the apartment is clean and washed too often. 5 What is sunlight likely to symbolize in the play? Hope, hope; there is very little light at the beginning of the play; family wants light in the new house 6 How does the public learn how strong the
mother's religious beliefs are? He shouts at Beneatha for using the Lord's name for nothing, and he slaps Beneatha when he says there is no God. 7 What's Walter's dream? Buying a liquor store 8 What's Beneatha's dream? Become a doctor 9 What's mom's dream? Buy a house for his family 10 What is an assimilation
man? Someone who adapts to the prevailing culture 11 What is Ruth considering because of the family's financial situation? Aborting her child's 12 Name a couple of character foils from the play. Beneatha, Ruth George and Asagai 13 What does George Murchison call Walter and what does that mean? Prometheus,
what does 1000000000 Says Walter's goals are unattainable or he may have trouble achieving his goals 14 To whom does Mom reveal her news first? Travis, what are you? She's family legacy 15 What news does Mrs. Johnson bring the Youngers? A newspaper article about a house owned by a black family in a white
neighborhood that was bombed at 16 Who's Karl Lindner? Why is he visiting Youngers? A spokesman for the Clybourne Park Improvement Association, which offers to buy their house from them if they agree not to move to neighborhood 17 Explain what mom's plans for the money were.a $3,000 down payment on the
house for $3,000 from Beneatha Medical School $3,500 for Walter 18 What happens to $10,000,10,000? Mom spends $3,000 on a houseWalter spends the remaining $6,500 to invest in a liquor store Willy Harris steals Walter's money 19 What does Mom's plant symbolize? Family 20 What is a possible theme for the
play? A truly mature individual chooses his pride in the potential economic benefit. 21 What is Karl Lindner symbolically? Devil 22 A common subject in which a devil-like character offers a character a contract, known as what? Faustian Bargain 23 Explain how Walter thinks about Beneatha becoming a doctor. She thinks
she should be a nurse. This reflects what most of 1950s society felt about women 24 Names and stigmatizes the conflict in the play. Responses vary; One answer would be Walter's inner man-versus-man struggle to decide whether to take Linder's money or not 25 Where does the play's title come from? Langston
Hughes poem Harlem 26 How Walter Is Proctor Crucible? Responses vary; They're both the protagonists of their play. They both face Faustian Bargain, they both struggle with internal conflicts, they are both adult men, fathers and spouses, they both have marriage difficulties, they are both dissatisfied with their societies,
they are both partly responsible for their problems They are different because they are in very different circumstances, Walter is an African-American man in the 1950s, Proctor is a puritanical man in the 17th century. 27 What could George Murchison symbolically represent? Assimilationsim 28 What could Joseph Asagai
represent symbolically? Stick to your legacy 29 Describe walter and Ruth's relationship. They love each other and are sometimes passionate, but Walter's struggles can sometimes come between them. Ruth is very nurturing and cares about Walter, like when she offers him hot milk. Walter's dismissive Ruth and their
financials almost lead to abortion. 30 What does Asaga's nickname for Beneatha mean? For whom bread is not enough 31 What does the poem Harlem have to do with the play? The poem discusses possible outcomes when some people's dreams are postponed. The play is about a family with different dreams that are
in jeopardy throughout the play. 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 50 51 52 Further research Full book quiz Funal unit test lorraine Hansberry's play Raisin in the Sun. This unit test includes equivalence, multiple choice questions, true/false questions, important points from the play and an open
answer question that combines the play with a poem at the beginning of the work, Langston Hughes' A Dream Deferred. This will help students show their understanding of American culture during this period and the struggle of African-Americans for civil rights. It allows them to show their understanding of the obstacles
of time and how they can establish connections between literat paragraphs. Standard Support clear and consistent writing, where development, organization and style are suitable for task, purpose and audience. Take the reader with you and align it by setting a problem, situation or observation, defining one or more
visions and introducing the narrator and/or characters; create smooth progress of experiences or events. Provides a final statement or part that follows and supports the information or studies presented (e.g. the effects or significance of the topic). Develop the topic with well-chosen, relevant and sufficient facts, expanded
definitions, concrete details, citations, or other information and examples that fit the public's knowledge of the topic. Read and understand literature, including stories, dramas and poems, 9. 9-10 text complexity lanes skillfully, and scaffolding is at the top of the area as needed. By the end of Class 10, read and understand



literature, including stories, dramas and poems, at the top of the 9-10 text complexity band of grades independently and skillfully. Cleverly.
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